In-line Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor granule homogeneity at the AMANRXN analyser utilising PhAT technology from Kaiser. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used as the standard assay method. Raman data of granule blend uniformity shows 100.5% mean potency (RSD = 2.3%), and HPLC analysis of tablet content uniformity at 40% tablet compression shows 103.2% mean potency (RSD = 2%). The slightly higher RSD from Raman may arise from different sample sizes, effective API concentrations, or the use of different instruments. The results also indicate that Raman spectroscopy is appropriate for monitoring and control of continuous processing and real-time release testing.

**Conclusion**

This study demonstrates that Raman spectroscopy can be successfully implemented as an in-line monitoring tool for pharmaceutical blending processes and tablet compression. The quality output that compares favorably with off-line QC testing but enables real-time process corrections, such as a longer blend time, that are not possible with off-line QC testing such as HPLC or transmission Raman. The results also indicate that Raman spectroscopy is appropriate for monitoring and control of continuous processing and real-time release testing.
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